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illumination and a photosensitive element for detection of temporal changes in the intensity of the scattered light. 
Photoplethysmography is based on the observation that the light of either visible or near infrared band of the 
spectrum is modulated in time at the heartbeat frequency after its interaction with live tissue. This interaction 
includes the optical processes of multiple scattering, absorption, reflection, and transmission [Anderson (1982)]. The 
key factors affecting the light intensity received by the photodetector are the blood volume, blood vessel wall 
movement, and the orientation of red blood cells [Daly (2013), Tamura (2014), Aoyaqi (2013)]. The general 
consensus is that the PPG waveform originates from pulsatile variation in the tissue optical density caused by 
arterial pulsations which are the most significant [Daly (2013), Tamura (2014), Aoyaqi (2013)]. 
It is important to note that conventional PPG devices are fastened to the skin, thus providing information only on 
a local (single-point) changes in the blood flow, which reflects vascular activity only in this small area. To overcome 
this limitation, photoplethysmographic imaging (iPPG) systems, which use a photosensitive matrix instead of the 
photodetector, have been proposed [Wieringa (2005), Humphreys (2007)]. iPPG devices operate in the reflection 
geometry in which the photosensitive matrix is situated at the same side as the light source in respect with the 
subject under study. In this case blood pulsations are visualized at the large area of the subject. The use of the 
sensitive matrix has an advantage compare with the traditional PPG because the matrix detects simultaneously the 
light power arrived from the big number of the point in the studied area, and all these readings are spatially resolved. 
As in any PPG device, in the case of imaging the live tissue, each pixel value is modulated in time at the frequency 
of heartbeats. This temporal modulation is associated with blood pulsations in the respective local place of the live 
tissue. However, the amplitude of this modulation is very low compared to the time-averaged pixel value resulting 
in low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). To increase the SNR, a technique of blood pulsation imaging (BPI), based on 
amplification of each pixel in the recorded frames synchronously with the heartbeats, has been proposed [Kamshilin 
(2010)]. By using the BPI technique, it was recently shown [Kamshilin (2013)] that the amplitude of blood 
pulsations is unevenly distributed over the observed area forming clearly visible hot spots in which the amplitude of 
blood pulsations is higher than in other areas. Position of these hot spots is specific for each individual [Kamshilin 
(2013), Teplov (2014)]. However, no experimental study of the amplitude of blood pulsations in these spots has 
been carried out. In this paper we present experimental observations that the blood-pulsation amplitude depends on 
the subject’s age. 
2. Experimental method 
Fifty-six healthy volunteers participated in the experiment. Age of subjects ranged from 20 to 89 years. The 
group consisted of 16 women and 40 men. Spatial distribution of blood pulsations was measured by using the BPI 
system in the area of the palm and wrist. Images of both right and left hands of each subject were recorded. During 
measurements the parameters of blood pulsations, we asked subject to find the comfortable position, put his hand on 
the table (see Fig. 1), and refrain from any movement during 30 – 60 s, which is the typical time needed to get 
information about the cardiovascular system. 
The system of Blood Pulsation Imaging (BPI) is rather simple in implementation. It includes only two key 
elements: a light source with high temporal stability of emitted power and photosensitive matrix (video camera) for 
sequential recording of video frames as shown in Fig. 1. Subject’s hand was illuminated by the light emitted from 
the light source while the video camera record the series of video frames with focused images of the hand. The 
series of video frames is loaded in a personal computer for digital data processing. Special attention is paid to the 
data channel between the camera and computer in which distortions of the time scale during the frame series loading 
should be minimized. The light source consisted of two similar light-emitting diodes (LED) operating at a 
wavelength of 530 nm. The optical power of both LEDs was ~ 60 mW providing an illuminated area of 15×30 
cm2 at a distance between the illuminated subject and the camera lens of 1 m. The intensity of ambient illumination 
in the laboratory was set to be much lower than that provided by the LED-light source.  
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Consequently, the power of the light returned to the photodetector will be modulated inversely proportional to the 
degree of the dermis compression. It means that arterial pulsations are indirectly monitored even by using the light, 
which slightly penetrates into the biological tissue, as it is occurred with the green light at the wavelength of 530 nm 
used in our experiment. However, the compression degree of the dermis depends on elastic properties of the skin. 
Since the skin of age-specific persons is less elastic than that of young subjects, the same transmural pressure in 
arteries results in stronger compression of the dermis in elder persons. 
4. Conclusion 
In this paper, we applied imaging photoplethysmography to visualize and analyze spatial distribution of blood 
pulsations in the area of the palm and wrist of fifty-six healthy volunteers. It was found that the maximal amplitude 
of blood pulsations shows the tendency of increasing with the age of the subject. This behavior is in agreement with 
the recently proposed model of photoplethysmography, which underlines the important role of elastic deformations 
of the dermis caused by periodical changes of the arterial transmural pressure during each cardiac cycle. 
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